
A place where you can get quick updates that spotlight what’s going on in Kentucky’s 
Early Intervention System (KEIS) through the listserv on the first Friday of every month 

Record flooding in eastern Kentucky has caused unimaginable devastation in our 
Kentucky River, Cumberland Valley, and Big Sandy districts. Our families, friends, and 
colleagues in this area will need love and support in rebuilding. If you are looking for a 
way to help, please consider contributing to the Team Eastern Kentucky Flood Relief 
Fund.    

Special Thanks to KEIS Teachers of the Visually Impaired (TVIs)!  
In honor of Children’s Eye Health and Safety Month, we want to thank KEIS TVIs for 
their efforts in early intervention. Vision is the primary sense that infants and toddlers 
use to organize and learn about their world. TVIs assess functional vision and help 
caregivers understand how vision loss affects their child’s development. TVIs also work 
with caregivers to adapt a child’s natural environment based on their visual capabilities 
and develop activities to help children learn, explore, and use the world around them to 
the best of their ability. We thank you for these efforts! 
  

Indicator 3 Scores Are Up 

Indicator 3 (Early Childhood Outcomes) on Kentucky's Part C State Performance Plan 
measures the percentage of infants and toddlers with IFSPs who demonstrate improved 
a) positive social-emotional skills, b) acquisition and use of knowledge and skills, and c) 
use of appropriate behaviors to meet their needs. Scores for Indicator 3 are calculated 
using 5AAs completed throughout a child’s time in KEIS. Higher scores on this indicator 
are proof of the high-quality services KEIS early interventionists are providing to 
families. Way to go!  
  

Tele-intervention Continues 

Many providers have stuck with KEIS through the pandemic, and we appreciate your 
willingness to accommodate individual family needs by serving in-person and/or by tele-
intervention and following public health guidance in relation to COVID-19 transmission 
rates. Please remember all providers are eligible to offer in-person services. However, 
only providers who have signed the KEIS COVID-19 Tele-intervention Consent Form can 
offer tele-intervention. Since COVID-19 numbers currently appear to be increasing, if 
you are interested in offering tele-intervention and have not signed the forms, please 
contact fsproviderenrollment@ky.gov. The desired method of delivery (in-person, tele-
intervention, or hybrid) must also be designated on the family’s IFSP.  
  

Tips for Submission of Explanation of Benefits (EOBs) 

• To help the KEIS billing staff identify the claim and expedite processing, please 
make sure to list the 6-digit TOTS ID in the “Description” text field when 
submitting claims to Gen Log.  

• For security purposes, all uploads and EOB submissions via fax must be in PDF 
format. JPG files cannot be processed.  
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• Ensure that all pages of the EOB are included and legible for the claim to be 
processed for payment.  

• EOBs can only be submitted to Gen Log or via fax at 502-564-0329.   
• Multiple EOBs for several children must be labeled “Group EOBs.” No more than 

20 pages of scanned documents can be uploaded at a time.  
• IMPORTANT: Do not send duplicate EOBs through Gen Log. Sending 

duplicates will increase processing time.  

If you have questions regarding EOB submission, please contact 
chfsfirststepsbilling@ky.gov. 
  

TIBS is a Timesaver 

The TOTS Insurance Billing System (TIBS) is a huge benefit for KEIS early 
interventionists. TIBS is completely free and provides a method for submitting claims to 
insurance companies electronically when a service log is billed on the Account Payable 
page on TOTS. TIBS ensures that claims for services are received by insurance 
companies, allowing a quicker response and payment for services.  
  

To enroll in TIBS, please email chfsfirststepsbilling@ky.gov and request an enrollment 
form.  
  

Quote from the field: 
  

“For me, the most rewarding thing about working in early intervention is watching 
families when they just ‘get it’ and understand how they can best help their child, which 
is usually not at all complicated, but rather just persistence and patience on their part, 
and sometimes just involves doing something a little bit differently than what they had 
originally tried." - Lesley Lusher, D.I., VIPS 
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